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149

Norsk Luftpost 1911-1977 [Perfect Paperback] Erling 

Stark

Illustrates and describes the air post of 

Norway covering the 1911-1977 period. 

Includes price list $25.00

Pages and binding are tight 

except for first page which is a 

bit loose. Pages clean. Cover 

intact but shows some edge 

wear. Includes price list 

Markings on front piece, may 

have owners handstamp

155

Italian Air Mail Catalogue. Volume One:1846/1930 

(Volume 1) [Hardcover] C. Cherubini & S. Taragni

Covers the following topics: Air-mails 

from and to Italy; air-mails between an 

Italian dispatch place and an Italian 

destination; air-mails carried by Italian 

pilots from a Foreign dispatch place to a 

Foreign destination $45.00

Very minor marking on a few 

pages.  Owners label on front 

piece.  Pages without creases or 

bends.  Dust cover bit worn with 

tears

159

Air Mails of Canada 1925-1939 [Paperback] George 

B. Affirm and Walter R. Plomish

The development and postal history of 

national and international mails. This 

book is about Canadian government air 

mail, regular, routine Canadian 

government air mail $34.00

New except back cover has some 

scraping. Pages and binding are 

firm and tight. Appears never 

used.

160

R. Graham Carey Pioneer Airman [Pamphlet] H.N. 

Eustis

The story of R. Graham Carey and the 

Adelaide to Gawler 1917 Experimental 

air mail $15.00

Pages and binding are firm. 

Pages clean. Cover shows age 

discoloration at the edges

177

histoire de l'aerostation et de l'aviation francaise A 

Travers Le Monde [Paperback] Jean Silombra

Catalog of French aviation covering 1783 

to 1930. Illustrations of post cards, 

stamps, vignettes, cancels, etc....with 

values for the various flights. $65.00

Pages and binding are firm and 

tight. Owners handstamp on 

front piece. Few pages have 

minor highlighting.

194 OAT and AV2 Markings [Paperback] Murray Heifetz

The markings relate exclusively to airmail 

items and are known recorded between 

1938 and 1974 $16.95

Clean pages. Covers may have 

some color rubbing. Pages and 

binding are firm and tight. 

Appears never used.

206

Katalog Ceskoslovenska Letecka Posta 1918-1939 

[Paperback] Petr Horka

History of air flights in Czechoslovakia 

during the 1918-1939 period which 

includes illustrations, descriptions and 

flight schedules $25.00

Pages and binding firm and tight. 

Minimal usage. Some 

highlighting throughout.

232

The Notebook of an Amateur Collector of Early 

Souvenirs of the Air Post--France [Hardcover] 

Theodore Champion

A collection of early souvenirs of air post 

with a few rarities from the Siege of Metz 

and the Siege of Paris with illustrations.. 

Primarily items from France $75.00

Pages and binding are firm. 

Minimal usage. Pages clean 

without defect
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1239

Basil G. Watson Pioneer Airman [Pamphlet] H.N. 

Eustis

The story of the Australian airman Basil 

G. Watson and the Mount Gambier to 

Melbourne 1917 experimental air mail $15.00

Appears never used. Owners 

marks on frontpiece & on cover

1253 The Aero Field [Pamphlet] N.C. Baldwin

Monthly journal dealing with world wide 

flights and stamps. $40.00

20 volumes ranging from 1965 to 

1969 in fresh, sound condition 

without any major creases, 

bends or marking

1255 The Wright brothers, Kelly, Fred C

The aim of this book has been to satisfy 

the curiosity of the average, non-

technical reader regarding the work of 

the Wright brothers. $20.00

Sound. Cover bit aged. Spine 

with some rubbing

1256

The last hero: Charles A. Lindberg [Hardcover] Ross, 

Walter Sanford

In this full-length biography, Lindbergh 

emerges as a man who has always had 

his own clear idea of who he was and 

what he wanted to do, and has had to 

use every means in his power to keep his 

fame from engulfing his life $30.00

Pages and binding are firm and 

clean. Minimal usage

1258

Water Jump: The Story of Transatlantic Flight Beaty, 

David

The author lavishes his immense 

knowledge and zest on the intenselhy 

dramatic true story of how the airmen 

conquered the North Atlantic $5.00

Pages clean without bends or 

markings. Dustcover with small 

tear and rubbing in edge. Pages 

and binding are firm and tight

1259

Famous Flyers and the Ships They Flew. Dwiggins, 

Don.

An exciting series that chronicles the 

romance and history of man's conquest 

of the skies from the ancient legend of 

Icarus to the modern frontiers of space. $5.00

Pages and binding are firm. 

Dustcover intact. Appears with 

minimal usage

1260

Contact! The Story of the Early Birds [Hardcover] 

Henry Serrano Villard and Man's first decade of flight 

from Kitty Hawk to World War I

For readers under thirty, this book will 

paint a lively, informative, and amusing 

picture of a time when flying was an end 

in itself--not merely a convenient measns 

of spending a weekend in Paris, Calcutt, 

or Tokyo $4.95

Dust cover intact. Pages without 

defect

1261 Riders of the Winds [Hardcover] SHENTON, Edward

A history and look into the future of air 

flight. $11.95

Pages intact. Cover shows some 

rubbing on spine and on front

1262 Atlantic Fever. [Hardcover] Jablonski, Edward

Atlantic Fever is a lavishly illustrated 

record of the men and machines that 

conquered the Atlantic Ocean $15.00

Pages and binding are firm and 

clean. Minimal usage.
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1263

D. Fields Priced Catalogue of Air Mail Stamps and 

Airposts of the World [Hardcover] D. Field and 

Varieties of stamps whether semi-official or othrwise 

connected with airmail flights are included. Flown 

covers listed

A priced catalogue of air mail stamps and 

air posts of the world with illustrations 

and values for the year 1932 $50.00

Includes a number of 

supplements. Pages clean and 

sound. Cover and binding are 

sound other than the spine 

which has damage and is 

repaired

1269

Catalog of classic American airposts and aeronautica, 

1784-1900 Schoendorf, Robert

Onlya lifetime of study, patience and 

devotion could assemble all of the 

information on lighter than air 

marchines, and to be able to combine it 

with so many actual photos of the letters 

themselve is a veritable tour de force. $8.95

Hardbound cover intact without 

defect. Pages clean without any 

bends or creases. Appears never 

used.

1270

This Was Air Travel: A Pictorial History of Aeronauts 

and Aeroplanes from the Beginning to Now! 

[Hardcover] Henry R. Palmer, Jr.

Rare book of adventure on the airways 

by presenting hundreds of photographs. 

With these is the story of development 

told in a crisp readable style with an 

appendix for the technical minded. $5.00

Pages and binding are firm and 

clean. Minimal usage

1272 Lindbergh Alone Gill, Brendan

Describes and illustrates the aerial flight 

of Lindbergh across the Atlantic.  

Includes over 80 photographs $4.95

Contents without defect. Dust 

cover some rubbing on front and 

tears on reverse side

1277

Katapultpost-Katalog Teil.2: Sudamerika [Perfect 

Paperback] Erich Haberer

Listing of Catapultpost flights to South 

America $30.00

Appears never used. Pages and 

binding are firm and tight

1278

Katalog uber Katapultpost Teil 2 Sudatlantik [Perfect 

Paperback] Erich Haberer

Listing of catapultpost over the South 

Atlantic to South America $30.00 New

1305

Catalogue des Liaisons transatlantiques par 

Hydravions catapultes [Perfect Paperback] Jacques 

Du Four Listing in French of catapult flights $38.00

Pages and binding tight and firm. 

Cover shows some age 

discoloration. Back cover with 

color rubbing

1316

Newfoundland Air mails: Air Stamps and Flight 

Covers from 1919 Through March 31, 1949, Updated 

Edition Harmer, C. H. C

This book tells the history in stamps of 

those pioneer aviators who using 

Newfoundland as a base, shrank the 

world in time and space. Covers period 

from 1919 through 1949 $27.95

Contents clean without defect. 

Pages and binding are firm and 

tight. Owners handstamp on 

front piece. Appears never used.

1351

Posta Aeriana in Romania. 1916-1993 [Hardcover] Ca 

in Marinescu

A study of air post and flights of Romania 

during the period 1916-1993 $50.00

Pamphlet privately hardbound. 

Owners label on front piece. 

Pages clean without bends or 

creases. Pages and binding are 

firm and tight
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1352

Handbuch der Luftpostkunde. Katalog samtlicher 

Marken und Abstempelungen der Luftposten 

[Hardcover] Alexander Berezowski

Wonderful reference written in German 

with illustration of postmarks and 

adhesives.. Written by a well known 

stamp dealer. $89.95

RepIred binding. Owners 

handstamp on front piece. Spine 

intact but with an amount of 

rubbing. Pages are firm and 

tight.

1367 Qantas Aeriana 1920-1954 [Hardcover] E.A. Crome

Postal first created by changing 

conditions abroad are outside the scope 

of this work, but every endeavour has 

been made to co-relate the firsts of 

Qantas history $95.00

Pages and binding are firm and 

tight. Very minor wearing on 

cover. Owners handstamp on 

frontpiece. Pages clean without 

marks or defect. A scarce book!!

1607

Catalogue Mondial des Entiers Aeropostaux [Loose 

Leaf] Francois Godinas

Illustrated catalog written in French & 

English of Aerograms (Air Letter Sheets) 

and Air Post Stationery. Edition 1960-

1964. $25.00

Pages are clean. Written in 

French & English

1650 Alone Byrd, Richard Evelyn

This book is the account of Richard E. 

Byrd and his experience as an explorer $10.00

Sound. Pages and binding are 

firm and tight. Appears to have 

minimal usage. Pages are 

without defect

1916

A Catalogue of Air Mail Stamps and Historical Covers 

1930 [Hardcover] Kalenik Lissiuk and John W. Nicklin 

and Addition of statistical and other information of 

Air Stamp and Aviation History

Includes statistical and other information 

of Air Stamp and Aviation History 

including an illustrated study of US 

Pioneer Covers $45.00

Owners handstamp on front 

piece. Pages clean and without 

bends, creases, etc. Cover 

appears to be added by owner

1919

The Historical Air Mail Catalogue [Hardcover] K. 

Lissiuk

Primarily this is a catalogue of stamps 

rather than covers. American pioneer 

covers are so distinctive and so 

important historically that there is a 

special listing of this group. The 

catalogue also contains a short history of 

flight $35.00

Pages and binding attached. 

Some age discoloration on front 

piece and back piece. Cover 

sound but a bit aged. Inscription 

on front piece and library card 

on back.

1924 The language of aviation Barry, W. S

In the early days of flying the equipment 

was described in simple words. Technical 

terms that were intelligible to flyers but 

not to other people were used as so 

began the jargon that afflicts the flying 

industry $10.00

Sound condition. Pages without 

creases or bends. Cover sound 

but a little dirty

1925

Catalogue de la Poste Aerienne 1950 [Hardcover] 

Jean Silombra

Describes and values the stamps of the 

world that relate to airmail usage. $35.00

Cover sound with wear on spine. 

Pages clean without marking 

other than owners stamp on 

front piece. Page edges are 

stained
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2778

Crash covers: An aerophilatelic challenge Eisendrath, 

Joseph L

The author brings to "Crash Cover 

Collecting" a wealth of information 

gathered, distilled, digested and tenderly 

collated over five decades of 

participation in this facet of aerophilately $14.75

Cover shows some scuffing but 

the pages are like new without 

marks or defects. Pages and 

binding are firm and tight. 

Appears never used.

2847

American Air Mail Catalogue. A Reference listing of 

Airposts of the World. (Volume Two) [Hardcover] 

Philip Silver

Includes information on US Domestic Air 

Mail Rates; US Air Mail Field 

Cancellations  US Contract Air Mail 

Covers. "Sponsers Edition" (Limited) $100.00

 "Sponsor's edition" with edging 

in gold. Cover and contents 

clean without defects. Limited 

edition, Pages and binding are 

firm and tight. Limited edition

3003

Italian Air Mail Catalogue. Volume One:1846/1930 

(Volume 1) [Hardcover] C. Cherubini & S. Taragni

Catalog covering 1846-1930 written in 

Italian and English. The compilation of 

this work omits air mail stamps which are 

featured in normal catalogs. This catalog 

features post-cards, vignettes, post-

marks, air-mailed newspapers, leaflets, 

etc. Well illustrated $45.00

Content clean. Front piece 

contains owners label. Dust 

cover intact with minor edge 

wear and tears. Pages and 

binding are firm and tight.

3008 Aerogrammes, Jennings, Peter

This book extensively illustrated covers 

the evolution of this jet-age 

communication from its birth as a means 

of sending messages ia balloon to the 

production of pictorial aerogrammes in 

1972 $49.00

Dust cover sound but with 

wrinkles at edge. Pages and 

binding are firm. Appears never 

used. Cover and pages are clean 

and fresh

3064

American Air Mail Catalogue. A reference listing of 

the airports of the world. (Volume One) [Hardcover] 

American Air Mail Society

Covers US Pioneer flights; US 

Governmental flights; Army emergency 

flights; early foreign flights; balloon posts 

of the siege of Paris; Zeppelin posts; 

Crash covers; Philippine Island flights; 

Propaganda leaflets $50.00

Sound without defect. Owners 

label on front-piece. Appears 

never used!! Pages and binding 

are firm and tight

3198 The transatlantic mail Staff, Frank

Quarterman reprint of 1956 edition. 

Book presents the story of the 

development of the transatlantic mail 

service $17.95

Includes dust Cover which has a 

few minor tears. Binding and 

pages are firm,  1980 

Quarterman Reprint

3405

Premiers Timbres et Premiers Vols de la Poste 

Aerienne des Etats-Unis [Pamphlet] Henry C. Dupont

Description of the use of the first arimail 

issues of the US in 1918 $20.00

Pages are clean. Item has a 

diagonal crease which affects 

the pamphlet. Cover shows edge 

wear.
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3625

Air Mail: An Illustrated History 1793-1981 Donald B 

Holmes and Ladislav Svatos

With hundreds of postage stamps, covers 

and other official markings reproduced in 

color, dramatic black-and-white 

photographs of personalities and historic 

moments in air mail history and a 

detailed bibliography, this book will be 

an indispensable reference source for 

everyh aviation buff and philatelist $10.00

Contents clean and fresh 

without creases, bends or 

markings. Dust cover shows a bit 

of wear

3662

The Ross Smith England-Australia flight: a postal 

history, Smith, Leonard H

When World War I ended there were in 

various parts of the world planes and 

aviators ready to fly anywhere. England 

to Australia was a challenging project. On 

hearing that mail had been carried the 

Australian Government decided a stamp 

was appropriate and the "Ross Smith" 

was born $29.00

Sound without bends or creases. 

Desk copy of Raymond H. Weill 

Co. Could be considered like 

new. Copy 31. Some age 

discoloration on pages at top. 

Pages and binding are firm and 

tight.

3663 Yorkshire Air Mails [Hardcover] Richard Beith

A chronological history of aerophilatic 

events with Yorkshire connections. 

Limited edition of 400. Autographed $35.00

Pages and binding are firm and 

tight. Pages clean. Autographed 

copy

3667

Luftpostens historia i Norden. The History of Airmail 

in Scandinavia [Paperback] Orjan Luning and Otto 

Firle

Well illustrated history of airmail in 

Scandinavia. Includes illustrations of 

postal history and airplanes $60.00

Back cover with tear and crease. 

Front cover bit of rubbing. 

Corner edges bit worn. Pages 

clean with out damage. Front 

cover attached to contents but 

not firmly. Pages are firm and 

tight

3668

Schweizerisches Luftpost-Handbuch [Paperback] 

Schweiz. Aerophilatelisten-Verein

A well documented and illustrated 

handbook of Swiss airflights, stamps and 

cancels. A wonderful reference for the 

student of air philately $25.00

Pages and binding are firm. 

Appears to have been lightly 

used!!!

4032

Glider Mail: An Aerophilatelic Handbook Short, 

Simine and Barber, Dan

This handbook has appeal to the stamp 

and glider mail collector; to this 

interested in aviation history and to 

those interested in soaring flight $19.95

Sound with no defects. Pages 

and binding are firm and tight. 

Never used. Cover w/ minor 

color ruibbing
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4183

Luftfahrt. Eine Einfuhrung in das Gesamtgebiet 

[Board book] DATSCH

A more or less technical book on aviation 

written in German. Illustrations of 

aircraft instruments, diagrams, etc.... $95.00

Pages without bends or tears. 

Card cover not firmly attached. 

Pages are tight and firm. Scarce 

item describing the science of 

aeronauticatics.

4213 LZ 129 Hindenburg 1936-1937 [Paperback] Lutz Tittel

Planning and flight of the Hindenburg 

including illustrations and descriptions. $18.95 Clean without defect

4215

Lindbergh and Commercial Aviation by Don Thomas 

(1988-12-02) [Perfect Paperback] Don Thomas

A pictorial review of Colonel Lindbergh's 

association with TAT, TWA, and PAA as 

technical advisor $20.00

Pages like new.  Cover and pages 

show minor defect of creases at 

corners

4276 Irish Crash Airmails [Library Binding] Ronny Vogt

A survbey on Irish aviation crashes where 

airmails are known to have been carried 

or where the possibility exists that 

airmails have survived $30.00 New

4333

O.A.T. and A.V.2. Markings on Irish Airmail 

[Pamphlet] William J.Murphy

Illustrated article on the OAT markings 

used in the 2nd World War on Irish 

airmail $15.00 New

4457

Airmails of New Zealand volume 1 [Perfect 

Paperback] Douglas Walker

Official reprint number183 of the 1955 

silver jubilee publication. Descriptions 

from 1897 to 1954. Some illustrations of 

cancels. $25.00

Pages and binding are firm and 

tight. Item appears Never Used

4517

The Air Posts of Greece 1912-1984 [Library Binding] 

M.A. Goddard

Tables and descriptions of air flights of 

Greece 1912-1984. Includes illustrationsn 

of airmail cachets; Military markings: 

First flights of Greece; etc.... $35.00

Pages and binding are firm and 

tight. Never used. Tape on spine 

worn and loose at several points.

4727 Lufthansa-Flugpost-Handbuch [Ring-bound] ILA

compilation of the cancels and flights of 

the various Lufthansa airlines during the 

1972-1974 period $45.00

Sound and without any 

markings. In 2 ring binder. Ring 

holes at the front pages show 

some defect, other pages clean 

without defect

4756

Important United States Stamps and Covers 

Including The "Aurea" Collection of U.S. Air Post 

Issues [Paperback] Christie's Robson Lowe

Collection chronicles many of the 

significant events and postage issues 

during the history of American aviation. 

Well illustrated in color with vivid 

descriptions. Includes section on early 

U.S. stamps;Carriers &amp; Locals, etc. 

59 lots of significant air mail items with 

110 lots of US stamps. $10.00

Includes prices realized.  Cover 

and contents intact and secure 

with no defects.  Pages and 

binding are firm and tight.  

Appears never used.
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4757 Balloon Postflights [Paperback]

The history of some interesting balloon 

flights illustrating covers and cancels $25.00

Clean. Pages firm and tight. 

Appears never uised.

4816

The Australian Air Mail Catalogue - Fouth Edition 

[Hardcover] Nelson Eustis

Edition limited to 1500 copies of which 

this signed city is number 718. 

Descriptive catalog of Australian air mail 

flights $24.95

Minor wear on dust cover. Pages 

intact and clean. Pages and 

binding are firm and tight

5046

Katalog iuber die Plugpost der PAA 

Nordatlantikrouten ab 1939 [Paperback] Werner 

Ehrlinger

Catalog with illustrations and flights 

descriptions of North Atlantic Flights of 

PAA from 1939 $25.00

Appears never used. Pages and 

binding are firm and tight. Cover 

shows age discoloration on edge

5092

Imperial Airways andSubsidiary Companies 

[Paperback] N.C. Baldwin

The first chronological history of Imperial 

Airways. A guide and priced catalogue of 

air mail history $30.00

Dog-eared.  Pages without 

markings.  Pages and binding 

intact.  Some creases

5192

United States Airpost. 1918. Precancel Towns and 

Types [Plastic Comb] Joe Kirker

An expanded and revised listing of towns 

and types, with positions, known on the 

US Airmail issues of 1918. Initial printing 

of 100 copies $39.00 New

5211

History of the United States pioneer and government-

operated air mail service 1910-1928 [Hardcover] 

Thomas J. O'Sullivan; Karl B. Weber and Joseph L. 

Eisendrath

The story of the romance of the 

pioneering of air service in the United 

States $8.95

Pages are like new. Bit of aging 

at top page edge. Pages and 

binding are firm. Some scratches 

on cover.

5217

The Buffalo balloon mail, 1873-1877: Including a 

specialized listing with prices Schoendorf, Robert

The printing and use in 1877 of the 5 

cent "Buffalo" balloon stamp which ranks 

as the first airmail stamp in the world is 

regarded as an important philatelic 

landmark. Limited editon of 500!! $20.00

Pages clean. Cover shows a bit of 

age discoloration. Pages and 

binding are firm and tight.

5328 From Lilienthal to Luft Hansa [Plastic Comb] N. Smart

Description of the early days of German 

aviation. $40.00 New

5330

Conquering the skies in Swiss poster art [Hardcover] 

Jean-Charles Giroud

Translated from French. This book 

describes and illustrates Swiss 

aeronautical posters. $95.00 New and never used.

6003

Via Airmail: An Aerophilatelic Survey of Events, 

Routes, and Rates Short, Simine and Ganz, Cheryl

An aerophilatelic survey of events, routes 

and rates. Includes Zeppelin mail rates; 

Beacon Airmail rates; Mermoz 

Transatlantic flight; United States 

domestic airmail rate, etc.... $55.00 New
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6086

American Air Mail Catalog 5th edition Volume 5 

[Hardcover] Perham C. Nahl

Details U.S &amp; U.N. air mail stamps; 

Alaska Flights; Ryukyu Island Flights; 

Cuba Flights; DOX Flights; US Helicopter 

Flights; The Jet Age; Supersonic 

Transport; Contract Air Mail Flights; US 

Souvenir Historical Flights $50.00

Appears never used. Pages and 

binding firm and tight

6098

U.S. Contract Mail Routes by Water (Star Routes 

1824-1875) [Hardcover] Feldman, Hugh V.

A history of the U.S. Psost Office 

Department;s contracts made with 

independent contractors for the carriage 

of the mails by water within the United 

States from the inception of such 

contracts in 1824 to 1875 $49.95 New

6099

Postage Rates of the North Atlantic Mails, 1635-1950 

[Paperback] Malcolm Beresford Montgomery

The inland and ocean postage rates 

applied to letters between the United 

Kingdom and North America $34.00

Pages and binding firm, tight and 

clean Some bumped corners

6282

British External Airmails until 1934 [Hardcover] 

Alexander S. Newall

The author intends this work to be the 

basis on which a complete catalog of all 

British Airmails-both internal and 

external-to the present day can be built $80.00

Pages and cover clean. 

Duistcover intact but with a few 

tears. Owners handstamp on 

front piece. Pages and binding 

are firm and tight

6312

Dansk Luftpost Katalog (Danish Airmail-Caatalogue) 

[Paperback] Dan Emmerich

Danish airmail catalog well illustrated 

with descriptions to 1939 $25.00

Does not include cover. Pages 

show a bit of edge wear. Well 

illustrated

6401

U.S. Governmental No. 101 First Flight Cancellations 

May 15-16, 1918 revised and updated [Loose Leaf] 

Joe Kirker

Describes the entire AAMC#101 First Trip 

Cancellation varieties $30.00 New

6411

German North Atlantic Catapult Airmail Flights 1929-

1935 [Spiral-bound] James W. Graue

Catalog of the North Atlantic Catapult 

Airmail Flights 1929-1935. Second edition $80.00 New

6439

Les 100 Premiers Aviateurs Brevetes Au Monde Et La 

Naissance De L'Aviation [Paperback] E.J. Lassalle

Description of the 100 premier French 

aviators $95.00

Pages and binding are firm. 

Cover shows a bit of wear

6464 Der Fliegende Mensch [Loose Leaf] Wolfgang Tornow

Well described and illustrated handbook 

detailing glider flight stamps and covers $30.00

Pages are not bound. Clean 

article
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6602 The Saga of the Airmail [Hardcover] Carroll Glines

The story of the development of the air 

mail begins far before the invention of 

the airplane. It begins with the pigeon 

post used by armies many years before 

the birth of Christ. This book tells the 

story of the airmail in detail. It is a story 

of courage, persistence, and ingenuity. It 

is told as a tribute to the air mail 

pioneers who gave the world a new 

industry and proved that flying could be 

made safe, dependable and profitable. $5.95

Pages and binding are firm and 

tight. Appears never used.

6604

Fifty Years Atlantic Mail Flights [Pamphlet] N.C. 

Baldwin

Monograph of the historical flights over 

the Atlantic originally published in 1969-

1970 and reprinted in the 90's. Well 

illustrated with detailed descriptions of 

selected flights. $25.00 New

8019

A Picture Postcard History of U.S. Aviation 

[Paperback] Jack W. Lengenfelder

This book represents a careful collection 

and selection of the available views 

representing specific aircraft in definite 

periods of time. $35.00

Never used. Pages and binding 

are firm and tight.

8096 The Lone Eagle [Pamphlet] Milton T. Mauck

This booklet mentions the names of the 

cities visited on Lindberghs "Good Will 

Tour" showing whether or not a special 

flight was made, where special 

cancellation was used together with the 

comprehensive map $12.00

Pages and binding are firm. 

Corners with some bending. 

1979 Reprint

8307

Air Post of the World [Paperback] Robert Siegel 

auctions

1982 Auction catalog of 400 various lots 

from the collection of Martin L. Butzel. 

Examples of stamps and covers 

illustrated in black & white with the 

cover featuring color images. $35.00

Pages and binding are firm. 

Pages and cover clean without 

defect. Appears Never Used

8426 Rocket-Mail [Card Book] Christ Stamps

Auction catalog with descriptions in 

German & English of over 500 illustrated 

lots of rocket-mail covers, labels and 

other memorabilia. A valuable reference! $50.00 New
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8448

Hong Kong Airmails 1924-1941 [Loose Leaf] Duncan 

Crewe

Emphasis on the postal history aspect of 

regular commercial airline operations. 

Photocopy from the Hong Kong Study 

Circle $55.00

Photo copy pages clean without 

defect. Appears never used

8486

From coast to coast with the U.S. air mail Lewis E. 

Theiss

Story of the wonders of the daily coast-

to-coast flights with the mail. $12.00

Pages are clean. Ex-Library book 

with markings from library 

including library card holder 

(envelope) Pages and binding 

are firm.

8502

American Air Mail Catalogue Volume One Sixth 

Edition [Hardcover] American Air Mail Society

Priced catalogue and reference listing of 

the airposts of the world.. Includes US 

pioneer flights 1910-1916, US 

Governmental flight covers, US Air 

Express Covers, Interrupted flight covers, 

Airport Dedication Covers & Mexico First 

Flight Covers $35.00

Pages and binding are firm. 

Pages and cover clean without 

defect. Owners handstamp on 

front piece.

8504

American Air Mail Catalogue Volume Three Sixth 

Edition [Hardcover] American Air Mail Society

Priced catalogue and reference listing of 

airpost of the world includes Foreign 

contract air mail routes (FAM), Canal 

Zone Air Mails 1918-1979, Alaska Flight 

Covers $35.00

Minimal usages. Pages and cover 

clean without defect

8505

American Air Mail Catalogue. Volume Two 

[Hardcover] American Air Mail Society

Priced catalogue and reference listing of 

the airposts of the world. First flights, US 

Glider flights and the Jet Age $35.00

Pages and binding are firm. 

Pages and cover clean without 

defect. Minimal usage!

8518

Handbuch Der Luftpostkunde [Hardcover] 

Berezowski

Describes the official Air Ship Post Cards. 

1981 reprint of the 1930 original 

Berezowaki book $65.00

Privatedly hardbound copy. 

Owners handstamps on various 

pages. Yellow marker high lights 

on various pages. 1981 reprint of 

the original 1930 edition

8520

Die ErschlieBung: des Luftmeers [Hardcover] Arthur 

Kirchhoff

Illustrated book written in German 

detailing the early history of the 

development of the balloon and early 

airships. The book was written in 1909 $50.00

Book written in 1912 and the 

pages and binding are firm and 

tight. Pages and cover are clean 

without defect.

199a

The Golden Jubilee of the First U.K. Aerial Post 

[Pamphlet] N.C. Baldwin

Short article describing the first British 

official mail carrying flight made from 

Hendon Aerodrome to Windsor Great 

Park. $7.50

Page edges are a bit dog eared. 

Owners label on front page 

along with markings on 3 of the 

8 pages.
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2994-a

Pioneer airpost flights of the world 1830-1935 

Kronstein, Max

No catalogue has gathered together so 

much information on first flights in so 

many countries. $24.00

Binding and pages firm. Age 

discoloration at top of page due 

to shelf storage. Pages clean. 

Scratches on cover

H1-4ZI8-VW9H

Norsk Luftpost 1911-1977 [Perfect Paperback] Erling 

Stark $25.00 New

IA

Irish Airmail 1919-1990 [Paperback] William J. 

Murphy

Illustrated history of Irish airmail. The 

purpose of this book is to promote an 

interest in the collecting of Irish airmail 

covers by describing the large variety of 

material that exists. $19.95

Cover intact with small corner 

bend. Contents clean and intact. 

Pages and binding are firm and 

tight. Owners handstamp on 

frontpiece. Minimal usage!!

P-1241

1. osterreichische Flugwoche [Pamphlet] 

Osterreichischen Aeronautischen Kommission

Pamphlet covering flight week of 1, 2, 4, 

7 and 8 October 1911 $30.00

Clean pages. Back cover shows 

damage at upper corner

P-1280

Katalog der Deutschen Luftpost Teil 5: Erstfluge 1961-

1970 [Paperback] Erich Haberer Catalog of German 1st flight 1961-1970 $30.00 New

P-161

Katalog uber die Katapultpost Teil 1: Nordatlantik 

[Paperback] Erich Haberer

Catalog of catapult flights over the North 

Atlantic $20.00 New

P-169

A Pioneer British Air Mail, Bath--London, 1912 

[Hardcover] A.E. Hopkins

As a result of most exhaustive enquiries 

in every conceivable direction and after 

reference to the old files of very many 

journals, a true and accurate account of 

this almost unknown flight can be 

published $55.00

The cover and pages are clean 

without defects. The front piece 

has owners hand stamp. Pages 

and binding are firm and tight

P-179 Bridging the Pacific [Paperback] John C.W. Field

A priced chronology of projected, 

attempted and successful Pacific flights 

from 1919 to 1951 $20.00

Cover with minor aging. Pages 

clean. Binding and pages firm 

and tight. Appears never used.

P-3815

The First Air Mail Stamps of the United States 

[Pamphlet] Henry M. Goodkind

Descriptions of the first air mail stamps 

of the United States $20.00

Cover with age discoloration. 

Pages without bends or creases. 

Pages and binding are firm. 

Some notations throughout.

P-4386

New Zealand Air Post Cinderellas with Valuations 

[Plastic Comb] James A. Stapleton

Includes pigeon posts, fast post labels, 

airline seals, air mail etiquettes, aviation 

cinderellas, etc.. $30.00 New

P-4768

The Airmails of Bermuda 1925-1989 [Paperback] 

William J.Clark

A specialized catalogue and illustrated 

price list of Bermuda airmail covers. 1st 

edition. Autographed limited edition $30.00 New


